Unique Model for
”Cashless Investing”
in Tech Startups
October 2020

ABOUT US
Unique business model leveraging technology development to acquire arbitraged equity stakes in startups
Investor network of Family Offices and HNWIs
Significant value creation opportunity over the next few years as platform scales rapidly
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Startup Partnership
Model
• KiwiTech provides 50% in-kind
development
•

For example, a startup has a technology
development requirement of $500,000.
KiwiTech takes
$250,000 in the form of
equity in the startup at
the current valuation.

Ecosystem of
Events
Venture Capital Panel
Startup 808 Workshop Series
Investor Demo Day
Family Office Panel
Industry Panel

$250,000
$250,000

Venture Fair
Techathon

The startup pays $250,000
in cash to KiwiTech during
the course of the project.
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KiwiTech Deal Flow
56

Portfolio Companies

109

Portfolio Companies

2018

2019
474

Phase IV: Deal Review

1,976

Phase III: Meeting with CEOs

5,523

Phase II: Calls with CEO

14,197

Phase I: Positive Response

25,194

Companies Contacted
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Phase IV: Deal Review

2,051

Phase III: Meeting with CEOs

6,177

Phase II: Calls with CEO

24,092

Phase I: Positive Response

40,734

Companies Contacted

4

+
2,500

KiwiTech Events
in 2020
Q1

Investor and
Startup Attendees
Expected in Q3

Q2

Q3

Q4

11

13

9

11

808 Workshops

4

5

5

7

Techathon

-

1

1

1

Industry Panel

-

-

3

3

VC Panel

-

2

2

2

Venture Fair

-

-

2

3

Family Office Panel

-

-

2

3

Enterprise Innovation Panel

-

-

-

2

15

21

24

32

Demo Days

Total Events
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KiwiTech Marquee Startups

Urban FT is a SaaS-based digital payments
platform that enables any brand to seamlessly
launch a branded Mastercard or Visa card,
lifestyle mobile app and Web solution to
complement its core business.

Botanisol Analytics makes the world's most
capable chemical detection systems. The
company is in revenue through a nationwide
network of distributors for its precision
agriculture solution. Their upcoming breathalyzer
technology is faster, better, and cheaper than
the competition.

OurBus is a travel and transportation platform
that specializes in crowdsourced intercity and
commuter bus routes across the US. The
company provides bus companies a guaranteed
revenue source while also supplying customers
with best-in-class bus travel.

AGENT is the fastest growing professional
modeling platform in the world, creating
efficiencies that enable faster, smarter and safer
bookings at a lower cost.

Allective is a global community successful
families and HNWI. Membership is accessible
through select groups of family office
organizations and asset managers.

SAFELY is an app that allows people to privately
show their verified status on their phone, and
confirm the status of their partners. SAFELY also
makes it easy and inexpensive to find and book
testing at over 5,000 locations across the
country.

Squigl is for "The Next Billion”; digital
communicators who prefer motion graphics to
enhance or replace rote use of alphabetic text.
Squigl is video automation driven by
neuroscience to drastically increase effectiveness
and efficiency in digital communications.

Adverator is the “Amazon for advertising.” It is
the first ever independent marketplace where
small businesses can price and purchase
advertising and ad firms can gain clients.

EventCombo is a leading online event discovery
destination. They provide an effective ticketing
platform along with a cutting-edge self-service
technology for deals, while engaging users
through buzz-worthy content related to events,
travel, food and bridal.
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KiwiTech Marquee Startups

b.well puts consumers at the center of their
healthcare, so they can access their medical
records, manage their doctors appointments,
plus their financials, fitness, and diet.

HUNGRY is a sharing economy-based digital
marketplace that provides unique access to great
local chefs. HUNGRY is disrupting the $21 billion
office catering industry with higher quality food,
greater variety, lower costs and the availability of
a unique source of supply.

Fingerprint is a mobile education and
entertainment platform for kids, and a turnkey
solution for content creators and distributors,
that curates play-and-learn content.

League Network serves the $9B underserved
Youth Sports market with habit-changing
products. League Network is a fundraising
platform for America’s 41,000+ youth sports
organizations. The firm is on a mission to create

Easy Mortgage Apps is a mobile mortgage
platform engineered to meet the demands of the
millennial home buyer. EMA bridges the gap
between today’s buyers who expect transparency
and real-time updates and legacy lending
software and process.

LVH Global holds the highest standard of
excellence in capturing the luxury vacation
experience with over 5000 luxury homes in 50+
destinations worldwide.

MouthMedia Network is the premiere podcast
network covering the business of lifestyle. From
its award winning fashion podcasts to new
offerings in beauty, travel, metropolitan culture
and more, their platform has gathered the best
business minds to dive deep into the thoughts
and processes of the masters in their fields.

HIPAAtrek solves the problem of HIPAA
compliance for healthcare organizations. As the
only completely automated compliance platform,
HIPAAtrek guides healthcare organizations
through creating, implementing and maintaining
a customizable HIPAA compliance program.
Compliance is a journey. HIPAAtrek simplifies the
journey allowing organizations to focus on
patients not compliance.

StayMogul is a lifestyle hospitality platform that
celebrates exemplary customer service and
recognizes front line employees as the moguls
who are the new media. Its products and
experiences include hotels, home sharing,
restaurants, co-working, fitness and other
hospitality driven businesses.

Better Leagues, Better Lives.
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Founding Team

RAKESH GUPTA

NEAL GUPTA

ANITA GUPTA

GURVINDER BATRA

CEO & Co-Founder

CIO & Co-Founder

CRO & Co-Founder

CTO, COO & Co-Founder

More than 20 years of experience

Oversees KiwiTech’s financial

Brings more than 20 years of

Oversees KiwiTech's wide range

in the publishing sector.

matters. Leads KiwiTech's early-

marketing and sales experience in

of technology development.

Responsible for KiwiTech's long-

stage investment division. Works

digital technology services. Drives

Responsible for KiwiTech’s overall

term strategic planning. Has

closely with JCBLS, a nonprofit

sales from a variety of industry

operations. Solid background in

served as Governor Mark

family foundation focused on

segments at KiwiTech. Also works

developing software based on

Warner's appointee on the Board

providing education and nutrition

with JCBLS, a non-profit

XML.

of the Center for Innovative

assistance to poor children in

foundation that runs a charitable

Technology.

India.

school.

Scaled company to

5,000+
Founded

Content BPO
company
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In 2012, sold company
for

$144 million
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Board Members
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DAN RIZZO

TOM WELLS

Board Member

Board Member

Dan Rizzo serves as Innovation Fellow for

Tom Wells has more than 25 years of

Inovalon, a leading technology company

operational experience leading senior

providing an integrated cloud-based platform

management teams to maximize the

empowering data driven healthcare. From the

execution of goals and to build shareholder

start of Inovalon through its initial public

value. Prior to 2013, Mr. Wells owned and

offering, Mr. Rizzo has served in numerous

operated Wells Manufacturing Company, the

senior management positions, including the

only producer of continuous cast iron in North

role of Chief Innovation Officer and Chief

America and the largest in the world. He sold

Information Security Officer. Prior to Inovalon,

the company in December 2012 and is now

Mr. Rizzo held multiple leadership roles at

CEO of WMC Holdings, his family office

Founding Advisors, Inc. Mr. Rizzo began his

formed to manage investments with particular

career as a consultant at Arthur Andersen. Mr.

focus on private equity and venture capital.

Rizzo holds the Chartered Financial Analyst

Mr. Wells earned his Masters of Business

designation, and he graduated Summa Cum

Administration from the Booth School of

Laude with a Bachelor of Business

Business at the University of Chicago and his

Administration degree from Loyola University

Bachelors degree from the University of

in Maryland.

Illinois at Urbana.
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2017-2024 Financial Results & Projections
2017 (act.)

2018 (act.)

2019 (act.)

2020 (est.)

2021 (est.)

2022 (est.)

2023 (est.)

2024 (est.)

Revenue

$14,863,244

$21,110,307

$29,401,326

$40,316,057

$56,361,701

$80,485,611

$117,633,716

$164,354,588

Expenses

($9,779,317)

($11,667,177)

($13,517,095)

($10,323,184)

($13,176,375)

($20,781,429)

($27,572,492)

($48,885,097)

Impairment of
Investment

($2,223,692)

($1,586,749)

($1,321,000)

($4,425,000)

($6,265,935)

($8,145,716)

($10,589,430)

($13,766,259)

$1,114

$11,203

($33,137)

($27,993)

($30,000)

($30,000)

($30,000)

($30,000)

$2,861,349

$7,867,584

$14,530,094

$25,539,880

$36,889,391

$51,528,467

$79,441,793

$101,673,232

Income tax

$285,012

$117,004

$378,754

$205,709

$267,422

$347,648

$451,943

$587,525

Deferred Tax Credit

($17,735)

($40,630)

($14,206)

($87,718)

($100,875)

($116,007)

($133,408)

($153,419)

$2,594,072

$7,791,210

$14,165,546

$25,421,889

$36,722,845

$51,296,825

$79,123,258

$101,239,125

Equity in Associates
Income
Profit before
income taxes

Net Income
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Investment Opportunity
Convertible Note of $10 million
8% annual interest (paid quarterly)
1x liquidation preference
$8 per share conversion upon exit transaction
5-year term (with two 1-year extensions)

Exit Strategy
Plan on M&A or IPO exit by 2023
Strategic buyers would be IT Services and Consulting Companies
Target exit at $40-55 per share (Portfolio + 8-12x Net Income)
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Legal Notice

10/20/20

This presentation has been prepared for informational purposes only and by accepting this presentation the recipient acknowledges and agrees to the following:
The information contained herein has been prepared to assist interested parties and does not purport to be all-inclusive, or to contain all of the information that recipients may
desire.
In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own investigations and analyses of KiwiTech and of the data presented in this presentation.
KiwiTech believes the information presented is accurate, but has not independently verified all such information, and KiwiTech and its affiliates and representatives do not make
any representation or warranty (expressed or implied) as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this presentation, and such parties and entities expressly
disclaim all liability based on, or relating to, any representations or warranties contained in, or errors or omissions from, this presentation or any other written or oral
communications transmitted to the recipient, or any of its affiliates or representatives.
This presentation may include, expressly or implicitly, forward-looking statements or projections including information in relation to financial performance and possible investments.
Recipient is reminded that forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and/or other risk factors that may cause the actual results, performance or
achievements of the transactions contemplated in this presentation to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied in this
presentation and that they reflect the reasonable beliefs of KiwiTech as of the date hereof as to future events, but are not guarantees of future performance. Such forward-looking
statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the business and strategies described or contemplated in this presentation and do not give any assurance that forwardlooking statements made herein will be realized. In particular, among other things, KiwiTech is subject to the risk that the startup companies in which it invests will not succeed in
executing their business plans and becoming viable entities.
Nothing contained in this presentation constitutes an offer to sell or buy a security, or any solicitation of such an offer. Any investment or potential transaction described or
contemplated in connection with this presentation is subject to legal and regulatory requirements applicable in the jurisdiction where the recipient(s) are resident and with which
such recipient(s) shall be solely responsible for complying. Nothing contained in this presentation constitutes investment advice, and information contained herein should not be
solely relied upon when making investment decisions.

Confidentiality
By accepting this presentation, recipient acknowledges and agrees that all of the information contained herein is confidential. Recipient and its affiliates or representatives will hold
all information confidential, including the fact that they have received this presentation. Recipient, its affiliates and representatives will not reproduce this presentation in whole, or
in part. Unless recipient obtains permission from KiwiTech to the contrary, this presentation should be returned within ten calendar days, along with any other material relating to
KiwiTech that recipient, its affiliates or representatives may have received from KiwiTech or any of its respective subsidiaries and affiliates. Alternatively, recipient will destroy,
within ten calendar days, this presentation and all copies of any analyses, compilations, studies and other documents prepared by recipient, its employees or representatives that
are derived from any information in this presentation or other non-public materials. Recipient will obtain KiwiTech’s prior written consent for any proposed actions by recipient, its
affiliates or representatives that are inconsistent in any manner with the foregoing.
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